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ABSTRACT
A continuously increasing amount of data makes it difficult
for knowledge-workers to identify the information they need
to perform their tasks in the best possible way. Particu-
larly challenging in this context is the alignment of process-
related information (e.g., working instructions, best prac-
tices) with business processes. In fact, process-related in-
formation (process information for short) and business pro-
cesses are usually handled separately. On one hand, shared
drives, databases, and information systems are used to man-
age process information, on the other, process management
technology provides the basis for managing business pro-
cesses. In practice, enterprises often establish (Intranet)
portals to connect both perspectives. However, such por-
tals are not sufficient. Reasons are that process information
is usually delivered without considering the current work
context and business processes are presented to process par-
ticipants in a rather static manner. Therefore, enterprises
crave for new ways of making process information available.
This paper picks up this challenge and presents the niPRO
framework. niPRO is based on semantic technology and en-
ables the intelligent delivery and user-adequate visualization
of comprehensive process information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.1 [Information Systems Applications]: Office Au-
tomation—Workflow Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s knowledge-workers are confronted with a contin-

uously increasing amount of data [3]. Examples of such data
include e-mails, office files, process descriptions, web data,
forms, checklists, working guidelines, and best practices.
These artifacts are provided using shared drives, databases,
enterprise applications, or Intranet portals.

However, employees do not only need access to data, but
require context-aware information, i.e., organized data used
for a specific purpose and in a specific context [21]. Thereby,
identifying needed information is more time-consuming and
complex than just managing data [25]. For example, often
encountered problems are incomplete, incorrect, irrelevant,
unpunctual, or outdated information [17]. Another major
challenge is to identify the process information required to
perform business processes in the best possible way.

In practice, business processes (e.g., automotive engineer-
ing [20] or patient treatment [14]) are characterized by hun-
dreds or thousands of process steps, numerous process vari-
ants, and large amounts of related process information. As
response, enterprises often establish Intranet portals as a
central point of access to process information and business
processes.

Existing studies [26] show that such conventional portals
often contain complex and static content, rather disturbing
than supporting process participants. In fact, users have dif-
ferent perspectives on process information and business pro-
cesses. In particular, different work contexts of process par-
ticipants must be considered. A less experienced employee,
for example, needs more detailed working instructions than
an experienced one.

This paper picks up this challenge and presents the niPRO
framework, which enables the intelligent delivery and user-
adequate visualization of process information. Specifically,
the framework enables the process-oriented and context-
aware delivery of process information to knowledge-workers



and decision-makers, the user-adequate visualization of pro-
cess information, and the intuitive and effective navigation
in complex business processes. The niPRO framework is
particularly suitable for knowledge-intensive business pro-
cesses involving large amounts of process information, user-
interactions, expertise, and decision-making [4].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides background information. Section 3 intro-
duces the niPRO framework in detail. Section 4 presents
the application and validation of our framework based on
two use cases. Section 5 summarizes related work and Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper with a summary and an outlook.

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The presented research is performed in the niPRO project,

in which we apply semantic technology (e.g., semantic net-
works, semantic search, and semantic analysis) to realize
intelligent, user-adequate process information portals. The
overall project goal is to support knowledge-workers and
decision-makers with personalized process information de-
pending on their current work context.

The niPRO framework itself is based on two pillars (cf.
Fig. 1): Process-oriented Information Logistics (POIL) [19]
and Process Navigation and Visualization (ProNaVis) [10].

ProNaVis

VisualizationNavigation

POIL

AnalysisIntegration

niPRO framework

Figure 1: Pillars of the niPRO framework.

POIL targets at the provision of the right process infor-
mation, in the right format and quality, at the right place, at
the right point in time, and to the right actors. The latter
should not actively search for needed process information
anymore, but be automatically supplied with relevant pro-
cess information, even if their work context is dynamically
changing.

In turn, ProNaVis aims at enabling flexible navigation
within complex business processes and related process infor-
mation. ProNaVis applies innovative visualization concepts
to present and deliver process information and business pro-
cesses in a user-adequate manner.

Section 3 illustrates how the two approaches work together
to allow for an intelligent delivery and user-adequate visu-
alization of process information.

3. THE NIPRO FRAMEWORK
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the niPRO

framework. It comprises four main layers: integration, anal-
ysis, navigation, and visualization (cf. Layers A-D on the left
of Fig. 2). These layers and their interplay are described in
detail in the following sections.

3.1 Layer A: Integration
The integration layer integrates data from different data

sources (cf. Fig. 2a) and realizes a uniform view on these
data. We distinguish between data sources of process objects
(i.e., business processes), information objects (i.e., process
information), and context objects (i.e., context information)
(cf. Figs. 2b-d).

Process objects are process elements such as tasks, gate-
ways, events, and sequence flows (according to the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) terminology). Note
that business processes are considered at both the process
schema and the process instance level. A process schema
is a reusable business process template (e.g., describing pa-
tient examination processes in general) comprising, for ex-
ample, tasks and sequence flows. In turn, a process instance
(e.g., an examination of a certain patient) is an instance
that is concurrently executed with other instances of the
same or other process schemas [24]. Information objects re-
fer to process information needed when working on business
processes. Examples include e-mails, office files, informal
process descriptions, or best practices. Finally, context ob-
jects represent information characterizing the work context
of a process participant such as user name, roles, experi-
ences, current tasks, used devices, locations, and time [18].

For each data source, at least one interface has to be im-
plemented. Interfaces transform proprietary data objects
into generic process, information, or context objects. All
generic objects follow the same structure and comprise at-
tributes such as id, url, author, file format, or raw content
(e.g., the entire text of an e-mail, the coordinates of a user’s
position). The uniform object structure is a prerequisite to
accomplish the syntactical and semantical analyses required.
Specific results of the integration are three independent ob-
ject spaces: the process object space, the information object
space, and the context object space (cf. Figs. 2e-g). An ob-
ject space (OS) can be defined as a set of generic process,
information, and context objects (o): OS = {o1, o2, ..., on}.

3.2 Layer B: Analysis
The mentioned object spaces constitute the foundation

for the analysis layer. The main purpose of this layer is to
create a semantic information network (SIN) (cf. Fig. 2j)
based on the information and process object space.

A SIN for the niPRO framework is constructed and main-
tained in six consecutive phases (cf. Fig. 2h): (1) integration
of process objects, (2) integration of information objects, (3)
identification of process object relationships, (4) identifica-
tion of information object relationships, (5) identification of
cross-object relationships, and (6) maintenance. In [19], we
have described these phases in detail.
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Figure 3: Simplified part of a SIN.

Figure 3 shows a simplified part of a SIN. As can be seen,
the SIN does not only comprise information (i.e., gray cir-
cles) and process objects (i.e., white squares), but also re-
lations (i.e., black arrows) between these objects. Relations
may exist between information objects (e.g., a file similar to
another one), between process objects (e.g., an event trig-
gering a task), and between information and process objects
(e.g., a file required for the execution of a process step).
Relations are labeled with the reason of the relation and
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weighted with its relevance. This allows determining why
objects are related and how strong their relation is.

For identifying the relations between objects we use a com-
bination of syntactical and semantical analyzes1 (cf. Fig.
2h). More precisely, algorithms from the fields of data min-
ing, text mining (e.g., text preprocessing, linguistic prepro-
cessing, vector space model, clustering, classification, in-
formation extraction) [11], pattern-matching, and machine
learning (e.g., supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
reinforcement learning, transduction) are applied. Specific
algorithms are (inverse) term frequency algorithms, link pop-
ularity algorithms, and utilization context algorithms. Due
to space limitations, we cannot describe them here in detail;
instead of refer to [27].

In summary, a SIN can be defined as a labeled and weighted
digraph SIN = (V,E, L,W, fl, fw), where V is the set of ob-
jects (vertices), E the set of relations (edges), L the set of
labels, W the set of weights, fl the labeling function, and fw
the weighting function. The labeling function fl : E → L
assigns to each relation e ∈ E(SIN) a label fl(e). In turn,
the weighting function fw : E →W assigns to each relation
e ∈ E(SIN) a weight fw(e) = [0, 1].

In addition to the SIN, a context model (CM) (cf. Fig.
2i) is constructed based on available context objects [18].
Our context model is an ontology-based model and uses
pre-defined context factors such as user, location, or time
[18]. The CM allows characterizing the work context of a
process participant, which can then be used to filter the
SIN. Based on this, the identification and delivery of cur-
rently needed process information becomes more accurate
and user-oriented (as the delivery of process information can
be adapted to the used device or to the experience level of
a user).

The CM is completely independent from the SIN, i.e., con-
text objects are only stored in the CM, but not in the SIN.
Hence, there exists a central SIN for all users, but a specific
CM for each user. Like the SIN, the CM is a labeled and
weighted digraph CM = (V,E, L,W, fl, fw), where V is the
set of objects (vertices), E the set of relations (edges), L
the set of labels, W the set of weights, fl the labeling func-
tion, and fw the weighting function. The labeling function
fl : E → L assigns to each relation e ∈ E(CM) a label fl(e).
In turn, to each relation e ∈ E(CM), the weighting function
fw : E →W assigns a weight fw(e) = [0, 1].

The CM is applied to the SIN by the SIN facade (cf. Fig.
2m). The latter constitutes an interface to retrieve both
process information (e.g., office files, working instructions,
forms) and process objects (e.g., tasks, gateways) taking the
user’s working context into account. Thereby, we distinguish
between an explicit and an implicit information demand.
Examples of an explicit information demand include full-text
retrieval (e.g., delivery of medical reports of a patient using
the search query ”John Doe report”), concept-based retrieval
(e.g., delivery of files dealing with a certain concept like the
disease ”diabetes”), or graph-based retrieval (e.g., delivery
of related process information to a certain process schema).
An example of an implicit information demand is context-
based retrieval ; e.g., a patient record is delivered based on
the doctor’s location, i.e., the user’s work context is used to
retrieve information and process objects.

1These analyzes are provided by and realized with a seman-
tic middleware [28].

3.3 Layer C: Navigation
Different users in different roles need different process in-

formation from the SIN while performing their daily work.
A requirements engineer, for example, needs detailed process
information like checklists, guidelines, and task descriptions.
In turn, a project manager asks for process information on
a more abstract level, e.g., a management summary or an
overview of all currently running process steps [9]. Note
that even two users with the same role, but different expe-
rience might need different process information to perform
the same task. We are able to gather user information from
the CM. It provides user-dependent information, such as
the date of joining the company, which can then be used
to determine the level of experience. Our goal is to con-
tinuously deliver personalized sets of process information to
employees along their dynamically changing work context.
To achieve this goal, the ProNaVis sub-framework intro-
duces an advanced navigation concept enabling the contin-
uous construction and provision of these personalized sets
of process information (along business processes) as well as
the navigation between them (cf. Layer C in Fig. 2).

The ProNaVis navigation concept builds on an existing
navigation concept - Google Earth. However, we extend
the mechanisms known from Google Earth and introduce
three independent navigation dimensions [8]: a geographic,
semantic, and view navigation dimension. The geographic
dimension allows for visual zooming without changing the
level of information granularity. As example, consider Fig-
ure 4 showing a process with three sub-processes. Using
the geographic navigation dimension, for instance, the user
may zoom into the first sub-process General Specification
(cf. Fig. 4a). A metaphor reflecting this dimension is
the use of a magnifier. The semantic dimension allows dis-
playing process information at different levels of granularity.
For example, assuming that sub-processes comprise multi-
ple process steps, the latter may be additionally displayed
by adjusting the semantic dimension (cf. Fig. 4b). Finally,
the view dimension allows users to emphasize specific pro-
cess information, while reducing other. For example, the
view may change from a logic-based to a time-based one (cf.
Fig. 4c). Arrows between single sub-processes indicate logi-
cal relations in the logic-based view, whereas a timeline and
different lengths of sub-processes are used for the time-based
view.

Taken together, the described navigation dimensions con-
stitute a navigation space (cf. Fig. 2p). Within this naviga-
tion space, a navigation state corresponds to a set of person-
alized process information. We use linear algebra to formal-
ize the navigation space (cf. Fig 2u) [10]. Hence, a naviga-
tion state corresponds to a point in a Cartesian coordinate
system. Unit vectors represent state transitions triggered
by user interactions (adjusting levels of the navigation di-
mensions). We denote a set of user interactions within the
navigation space as process navigation (PN). PN can be de-
fined as 4-tuple PN = (BM,NM,NS0, NavSeq). BM con-
stitutes the basis model, i.e., all potential navigation states
within the navigation space. State transitions (or user inter-
actions) are defined by the navigation model NM . A start
navigation state is defined as NS0, and the path the user
takes through the navigation space is defined as navigation
sequence NavSeq (see [10] for details).

The navigation space is derived from the SIN along three
steps. Steps 1 and 2 mainly deal with the derivation of the
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semantic dimension, which constitutes the biggest challenge.
The geographic and view dimension are derived in Step 3.

Step 1: Constructing a Process Object Tree.
In the first step, a process object tree is constructed (cf.

Fig. 2n). This tree structure is a prerequisite to derive the
semantic dimension in subsequent steps. The process object
tree is built using the process objects from the SIN. Each tree
level unifies all process objects with same type (e.g., pools,
lanes, tasks etc.) and represents one level of information
granularity. In other words, the types of process objects are
used to identify and construct the levels of the process object
tree. Figure 5 shows an example. The underlying process
schema comprises one pool (P1), two lanes (L1, L2), three
tasks (T1, T2, T3), and two data objects (D1, D2). Process
information is involved by means of three files (PI1, PI2, and
PI3; e.g., an e-mail, a guideline, and a template). They are
integrated into the SIN as information objects (IO1, IO2,
and IO3). Together, these objects form the SIN. Based on
this SIN, we can now construct the process object tree. As
the entity relation between pools and lanes is 1 : n in our
example, pools are identified as a more abstract type and
are thus classified on a more abstract level of information
granularity (cf. Step 1 in Fig. 5). Note that we also consider
other algorithms for classifying process types, which cannot
be presented here due to space limitations.

Step 2: Constructing a Semantic Navigation Tree.
In a second step, the process object tree is enriched with

information objects from the SIN (cf. Fig. 2o). This be-
comes necessary since information objects must be provided
to the user. The extended process object tree is called se-
mantic navigation tree.

Specifically, information objects are assigned to the levels
of the process object tree according to their semantic rela-
tions to process objects (which are documented in the SIN).
Consider Step 2 in Figure 5. Information object IO2, for
example, is related to process object P1 in the SIN; i.e., IO2
provides information regarding P1 and must thus be clas-
sified into the same level of information granularity as P1
(level 1). Another example is IO1, representing a role de-
scription document, which provides information regarding a

specific lane (in this case L2). According to this relation,
IO1 is assigned to level 2 as well.
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Figure 5: Deriving the semantic navigation tree.

Single information and process objects within the seman-
tic navigation tree are represented by a uniform object struc-
ture (cf. Section 3.1). We denote this structure as object
container (oc). An object container embraces all informa-
tion (or properties) about the represented information or
process object. Further, an object container is defined as
3-tuple oc = {Afi, Afl, CI}. Afi is a set of mandatory at-
tributes, such as id, title, or status. Mandatory objects are
equal for information and process objects. Afl is a set of
optional attributes enabling type-specific object processing.
As examples consider a due date assigned to a process step
(i.e., a process object) or the format of a document (i.e., an
information object). Finally, CI is plain text describing the
actual content of a process or information object. Think of
the name of a process step or the textual content of an office
document.

Step 3: Constructing the Navigation Space.
All object containers on the same level of the semantic

navigation tree together represent a navigation state (cf.
Fig. 2t) in the navigation space. The semantic dimension of
the navigation space (cf. Fig. 2q) can be defined using these
navigation states. More precisely, each level of information
granularity (i.e., each level of the semantic navigation tree)
corresponds to a level in the semantic navigation dimension.

Picking up the example from Steps 1 and 2, Figure 6 illus-
trates Step 3: The first navigation state consists of P1 and
IO2, and the second one of all information containers from
the second level of information granularity (L1, L2, IO1).
The arrows on the right hand side indicate that certain ob-
ject containers can be inherited to other navigation states.
This becomes important for the structure of the visualiza-
tion (cf. Layer D in Fig. 2). For example, when a user wants
to see his current task (e.g., T2 on level 3), visualizing the
lane the process step belongs to (L2) would give the user a
better overview.

In turn, the geographic dimension (cf. Fig. 2r) is defined
by a parameter (a natural number), which is interpreted
and used by the visualization layer (cf. Layer D in Fig. 2).



It indicates the zoom level to be applied to the navigation
states when visualizing them.

Finally, the view dimension is constructed by combining
navigation states with specific visualization rule-sets. The
latter may include information about how to visualize cer-
tain attributes of different object containers (e.g., different
forms, colors or fonts). For example, start and due date of
a process step may be displayed as plain text in one level
of the view dimension, but be implicitly displayed by pre-
senting process boxes of different length, representing this
information, in another level. Generally, it is important to
provide flexible views, since different companies in different
domains may have different corporate requirements concern-
ing the visualization of their business processes.

Having added the view dimension (cf. Fig. 2s), the 3-
dimensional navigation space (cf. Fig. 2p) is completed.

Step 3: Semantic Navigation Tree:
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Figure 6: Deriving the semantic dimension.

3.4 Layer D: Visualization
Each navigation state as well as its associated object con-

tainers must be adequately visualized for users. Generally,
the ProNaVis framework supports arbitrary visualization
concepts. Figure 2v shows an example of visualizing a simple
navigation space with eight navigation states. Two levels in
the semantic, two levels in the geographic, and two levels in
the view dimension (logic-based view: 0, time-based view:
1) are considered. Navigation state (0,0,0) shows three sub-
processes on an abstract geographic and semantic level (with
both levels being 0). The view is logic-based, and logic pre-
decessor/successor relations are presented as arrows. Mov-
ing to navigation state (0,0,1) results in a time-based view,
i.e., a timeline is now shown and the length of the process
boxes corresponds to their duration. In order to get more de-
tailed information, the user may navigate to navigation state
(1,0,1), in which single process steps within each sub-process
are shown. Finally, by adjusting the geographic dimension,
the user may zoom into one sub-process to visualize corre-
sponding process steps (this corresponds to navigation state
(1,1,1)). For example, a requirements engineer benefits from
this detailed navigation state, since process information is
provided in the granularity level needed. In turn, a man-
ager is free to navigate to any other (e.g., more abstract)
navigation state within the SIN.

4. USE CASES
This section illustrates the application of the niPRO frame-

work in two domains. We present two use cases, one from
the clinical and one from the automotive domain.

Use Case 1: Healthcare Scenario.
The first use case stems from the clinical domain. It is

based on results of a case study we performed at a large Ger-

man university hospital [9, 16]. It deals with the prescrip-
tion, procurement, and administration of drugs. The under-
lying process is knowledge-intensive, i.e., it comprises steps
such as examinations and diagnosis, and involves a multi-
tude of process information (e.g., patient records, laboratory
reports, medical orders), users-interactions (e.g., patient ex-
amination, drug administration), expertise, and decision-
making (e.g., drugs to be prescribed for a patient).

Specifically, the use case deals with the patient examina-
tion for which the doctor needs access to patient records,
medical notes, and laboratory reports. In current practice,
patient records include extensive and various kinds of data
(e.g., master and transaction data, department-specific data,
historical data). However, when examining a patient, usu-
ally, only small parts of a record (e.g., former diseases, pre-
existing conditions, course of disease) are actually needed.

Figure 7: Screenshot iCare.

For this use case, we developed a proof-of-concept web ap-
plication (iCare2) based on Java and a commercial semantic
middleware [28] (cf. Fig. 7).

The niPRO framework allows providing exactly the pro-
cess information needed. First, according to Section 3.1,
process information (e.g., patient record, medical notes),
business processes (e.g., examination of a patient), and con-
text information (e.g., role, user name, used device) are in-
tegrated (cf. Layer A in Fig. 2). Following this, the SIN
and CM are constructed (cf. Layer B in Fig. 2). Then,
the SIN is filtered by the CM, i.e., process information is se-
lected according to the doctor’s work context (context-based
retrieval). Note that the process information to be provided
in this context corresponds to a specific navigation state
within the navigation space. The doctor may then navigate
according to the three navigation dimensions to customize
visualization of process information (cf. Layer C in Fig. 2).
For example, by changing the view dimension the doctor
may choose a time-based view, for which he can graphically
see the drug-intake of Mr. Doe within a certain period of
time using a Gantt diagram (cf. Layer D in Fig. 2). Another
view is the therapeutic view, in which textual suggestions on
possible therapies are made.

By decreasing the level in the geographic dimension (i.e.,
by zooming out of the current process step), other patient
examinations with the same diagnosis (i.e., other process in-
stances) appear and thus facilitate the comparison of impor-
tant information from different patients. Increasing the level
of the geographic level again (i.e., by zooming in), would lead

2A screencast explaining the web application can be found
on http://nipro.hs-weingarten.de/screencast.



to the concrete information about Mr. Doe. The semantic
dimension could help to make the doctor’s ward round more
effective. In turn, decreasing the semantic level leads to a
simple overview including only the most important informa-
tion, e.g., the disease, current medication, blood pressure,
and latest laboratory findings of Mr. Doe. This avoids in-
formation overload known from paper-based patient records.
In turn, increasing the semantic level results in more detailed
information, e.g., inclusion of former medications. Since
this detailed information is needed rather infrequently, an
overview (i.e., a more abstract level in the semantic dimen-
sion) is preferred in most cases.

In summary, the niPRO framework allows providing rele-
vant patient records according to the doctor’s work context.
For example, if patient John Doe is in Room 301 and the
doctor enters the room, he automatically gets the patient
record of John Doe (e.g., on his tablet). In turn, the granu-
larity level of the patient record depends on the user’s role
and the current process step, i.e., only those parts of the pa-
tient record are provided that are necessary for the doctor
when examining the patient.

Use Case 2: Automotive Scenario.
Our second use case stems from the automotive domain.

It deals with the writing of a component specification for
an anti-lock braking system (ABS)-control unit. The un-
derlying business process, called requirements engineering
(RE), comprises three sub-processes: general specification,
system specification, and component specification. These
sub-processes are knowledge-intensive as process informa-
tion is widely spread across different data sources (e.g., en-
gineering databases, shared drives etc.) meaning that pro-
cess information must be collected before the requirement
engineer may actually write the component specification.

In particular, this use case deals with one part of the com-
ponent specification: the access of the control unit to the
controller area network (CAN) bus, a network that different
control units use to communicate3. To avoid data loss on
the CAN bus, access to the network must be coordinated
among the components involved. For this purpose, com-
ponent specifications of older ABS control units as well as
other components must be taken into account. Thereby, the
feature list, i.e., the list of features to be implemented, and
the protocols of RE workshops adopt a key role. A pro-
totype supporting this specific use case is currently being
developed.

So far, most of the process information needed has had to
be manually identified. The niPRO framework supports an
automatic delivery of process information in this case. Pro-
cess information from different data sources is integrated
into the SIN, e.g., from projects related to the ABS control
unit, but also from other components, such as engine elec-
tronics management (cf. Layer A in Fig. 2). Provided pro-
cess information may also include specification documents
from different components, and the parts dealing with topic
”CAN-bus”. Moreover, a CM is created, taking the role (e.g.,
requirement engineer), project description (e.g., ABS control
unit), and user name to query the SIN.

The process step write component specification, and re-
lated process information form a navigation state. To see

3The CAN bus system is used for signal transmission not
only by the ABS control unit, but also by other components,
for example, by the engine electronics management.

all related process information, the requirement engineer de-
creases the level of the geographic dimension (i.e., he zooms
out of the current process step). Now the surrounding (e.g.,
the predecessing and successing) process steps perform RE-
workshop and integrate component specification into system
specification are presented. The requirements engineer may
also switch to a logic-based view, in which successor/ pre-
decessor relations between process steps are emphasized (cf.
Layer C in Fig. 2). In this case, the feature list, workshop
protocols, and personal notes are related to process step
perform requirements workshop. Related to the current pro-
cess step write component specification are the specification
template as well as component specifications of older ABS
control units and other components.

5. RELATED WORK
In an empirical case study, Bucher and Dinter [2] assess

benefits, design factors, and realization approaches for con-
ventional information logistics (IL). Heuwinkel and Deiters
[7] demonstrate the possibilities and advantages of IL in the
healthcare sector. Context-awareness in IL is discussed, for
example, by Lundqvist et. al [15], whereas Haftor et. al
[6] conducted a comprehensive literature study in the field
of information logistics identifying fundamental research di-
rections. Two of these research directions are of particular
relevance in the niPRO context: user-driven information
supply [7] and supply of analytical information [2].

Navigation concepts for complex information spaces ex-
ist for zoomable user interfaces [23]. They allow for a de-
creasing fraction of an information space with an increas-
ing magnification. A framework applying these concepts is
JAZZ [1]. Furthermore, respective user interface concepts
include Squidy, a zoomable design environment for natural
user interfaces [13], and ZEUS, a zoomable explorative user
interface for searching and presenting objects [5]. We use
these concepts and apply them to business processes.

In the area of business process visualization, the Provi-
ado framework applies aggregation and reduction techniques
to create flexible views on complex business process models
[22]. Kolb et al. present different visualizations of business
processes, by applying Concurrent Task Tree (CTT), which
constitutes a task modeling language widely applied in the
field of end-user development [12].

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The alignment of process information with business pro-

cesses is challenging for enterprises, since these two perspec-
tives are usually handled separately. While process informa-
tion is stored and managed using databases, information sys-
tems, and shared drives, process management technology is
used to coordinate business processes. In this paper, we pre-
sented the niPRO framework, an advanced approach taking
process information and business processes from integration
to visualization into account. By using semantic technology,
we enable the seamless and automated analysis and align-
ment of process information with business processes. We use
context information to take the user’s work context into ac-
count. By providing navigation concepts based on different
navigation dimensions, users can navigate within business
processes and related process information on different levels
of granularity.

Future work includes the completion of an additional pro-



totype for the automotive domain. Based on it, we will be
able to further validate the applicability of our framework
and to perform advanced user experiments.
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